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Abstract

This document is a pre-analysis plan for an observational evaluation of German aid program-
ming in Northeast Afghanistan. We specify a difference-in-differences design for the evaluation
and provide justification for the parallel trends and exchangeability assumptions. We will only
use outcome data accessed after the design has been formally registered with EGAP in order to
strengthen the credibility of the analysis (i.e. no p-hacking or fishing). We write down our hy-
potheses and protocol for exploring heterogeneous or unexpected results.
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1 Introduction

This document is a pre-analysis plan (PAP) for an observational study. To date PAPs have been com-
monly used to register hypotheses and empirical tests ahead of randomized controlled trials, with
numerous pros and cons articulated in the social science literature (Casey, Glennerster, and Miguel
2012; Olken 2015; Coffman and Niederle 2015; Lin and Green 2016).1 The goal of a PAP is to dis-
close ahead of time the researchers’ expectations and plans for analysis in an effort to avoid fishing,
file-drawer-ing, and ex-post claims of counter-intuitive results. Although useful for credibility, PAPs
also restrict scholars’ ability to adjust on the fly for changes in implementation by partners, unexpected
findings or to study subjects where the previous evidence is weak or mixed (where priors are more ag-
nostic). Some scholars argue that replication, rather than PAPs, should be emphasized. At the same
time, randomization gives the scholar a basic level of internal validity, all else being equal.

For an observational study, in contrast, there is great potential upside to pre-registration – provided
one can credibly demonstrate no peeking at outcome data – in that it provides an important boost of
credibility, with fewer downsides (Rose 2015). Replication is often difficult for the kinds of studies (e.g.
historical or natural experiments) being carried out and restrictions of the analysis are less problematic
as the treatment is already known in advance.

In this study we use original and secondary data to construct a difference-in-differences strategy that
tests the causal effect of Germany Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development de-
velopment aid projects during 2017-2018 in northern Afghanistan on social, political and economic
outcomes, as measured by survey and administrative data. Crucially, we are registering our diff-in-diff
design before the outcome data is collected (or in some cases, before it is shared with us by the survey
company).

2 Pre-registration procedure

Fundamental to a credible PAP is establishing that the analysis was designed before accessing any
outcome data. For a study conducted on secondary data this can be tricky, as covariate information
and data structure are typically critical to designing the identification strategy and specifying variables.

In our case we establish the ‘pre’ in the following ways:

• We have agreed with The Asia Foundation (TAF), that the endline survey data collected in sum-
mer 2018 will not be shared with the PIs until after this PAP has been registered (emails included

1Bill Easterly’s October 2012 blog post provides a more humorous twist on the debate.https://nyudri.wordpress.
com/2012/10/15/if-christopher-columbus-had-been-funded-by-gates/
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as an Appendix).

• For administrative outcome data, including nightlights and violent incidents, only observations
collected after the timestamp of this PAP will be considered part of the outcomes set.

A link to this pre-analysis plan, as well as documentation verifying the registration date and receipt of
the TAF outcome survey afterwards will be made available at http://renardsexton.com/bmz.

3 Background

A growing literature in the social sciences (with great interest from policy makers) has investigated
the impacts of aid projects in conflict zones on state-building, violence and economic growth. A
prominent stream of work hypothesizes that aid projects can move public opinion in ways that help
weak states and their foreign sponsors build legitimacy, develop a reputation for competence and beat
back insurgencies. Several recent tours of this literature include a book-length treatment by Berman,
Shapiro and Felter (2018), and review articles by Findley (2018) and Zuercher (2017). At the same
time, there are an increasing number of randomized field experiments that test, in a micro context, the
impacts of aid projects in conflict zones, including work by Fearon, Humphreys and Weinstein (2009),
Beath, Christia and Enikolopov (2015) and Lyall, Zhou and Imai (2018).

Building on the existing work, there remain numerous unanswered questions in this literature, primar-
ily related to three issues2

• Citizen attitudes in outlying, conflict-affected regions are often hypothesized about, but seldom
analyzed in detail.

• Previous studies focus on $$ spent rather than actual aid outputs.

• The vast majority of aid spending and projects are non-randomized, leaving us with nasty obser-
vational data that are difficult to unpack. Although there have been a few RCTs, they have been
restricted (appropriately, for ethical reasons) to the least intensely affected conflict areas.

We endeavor to resolve each of these three by (1) leveraging new geo-coded citizen surveys to explore
the impacts of projects on public attitudes, (2) using new data from the German BMZ, explore the
impacts of verified aid outputs rather the projects or spending, and (3) deploying a pre-analysis plan,
we can inoculate ourselves from charges of fishing, p-hacking or cheating more broadly.

Thinking more about citizen attitudes, we currently have limited evidence about whether there is a
direct effect of exposure to aid project outputs on public opinion regarding government and by what

2In addition the the three mentioned above, we have access to more detailed estimates of insurgent vs government
control of territory over time from GIZ’s Risk Management Office (RMO).
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mechanism those effects may be realized. For example:

• Citizens gain access to new public goods, and directly experience improved economic and social
wellbeing

• Citizens observe government and partners delivering costly public goods, which leads them to
update positively about the capacity/competence of government whether they directly benefit or
not.

• Citizens observe insurgent reactions to public goods provision and update about whether they
are good or bad types

Finally, there is an active debate regarding the causal pathway between projects, citizen attitudes and
violence. Is it that projects impact public opinion, which then affects violence (through various pro-
posed mechanisms)? Or instead that projects provoke violence (as found by Crost, Felter and Johnston
(2014) and Sexton (2016)), which then has implications for public opinion?

Unwinding this pathway is tricky, even with a randomized project treatment. A project may simultane-
ously drive changes in each pathway, rendering an instrumental variables approach subject to exclusion
restriction violations. Directly manipulating public opinion or violence in these conflict settings is not
feasible or ethical. Therefore, we plan to use a triangulation approach that employs placebo and sub-
sample tests to zoom in on the causal direction.

4 Hypotheses

Existing theories of aid and insurgency suggest a few unconditional effects. A nearby aid output should
generate, in the short run:

1. increased access to the relevant public service

2. increased citizen confidence in the state

3. improved economic well-being, real and perceived

4. decreased sympathy and support for armed anti-government groups

5. improved attitudes towards foreign intervenors

Scholarship to date suggests a complicated relationship with violence outcomes:
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• Aid spending in contested or rebel-held areas should increase insurgent violence3

– via project sabotage and retribution/coercion towards collaborators

• Aid spending in government-held areas may reduce insurgent violence

– via changes in citizen attitudes and expectations

• Citizen perceived security likely moves in a similar way as the above measures of violence

5 Data

In this section we describe the data sources we will use for the study. The specific operationalization
of the outcomes is described after the research design.

Development Tracker

The Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development (Bundesministerium fÃĳr wirtschaftliche
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung, or BMZ) has been the primary aid agency for Germany’s civilian
interventions in Afghanistan. Since 2009, the BMZ have been tracking their aid expenditures and
outputs in Afghanistan using a tool known as the German Development Tracker for Afghanistan (De-
vTracker). BMZ advisors privately say that they believe the data are reliable since 2014.

Although used by six German government agencies4, the DevTracker was created by the BMZ and the
vast majority of projects and outputs reported are from the BMZ. The PIs were provided access to the
DevTracker by the BMZ under a consultancy arrangement that allowed for the aggregated data to be
used for academic research.

Although German civilian and military assets have been operating in Afghanistan since the NATO-
led intervention began in 2002, Northeastern Afghanistan has received particular attention for the last
15 years. Since 2003, Germany soldiers and aid workers have engaged most intensively across nine
provinces in Northern and Northeastern Afghanistan.5

A major value-added of the DevTracker, in contrast with other donor aid databases, is that it contains
detailed information about the completed outputs of development projects rather than expenditures or

3This can be via predation, which can directly cause violence, or indirectly, by increasing insurgents capability for
future violence.

4Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, German Foreign Office, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of the
Interior, Ministry of Food and Agriculture & Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear
Safety.

5Badakhshan, Baghlan, Balkh, Faryab, Jawzjan, Kunduz, Samangan, Sari Pul, and Takhar.
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planned activities. In addition, the entries contain precise latitude and longitude for the final outputs.
For example, for a school renovation project, the DevTracker reports when the school construction
was certified as having been completed, with GPS coordinates for the location. This gives us a strong
indication of when and where the public services the project was intended to provide are available to
the population. A weakness of the DevTracker is that the certified output dates are reported by year,
rather than month. This lack of precision in terms of the final activation unfortunately adds noise to
the analsis. Nonetheless, the research design accounts for this.

For this study we focus on construction projects that were completed in 2017 and the first half of 2018.
By collecting the DevTracker outputs through July 2018, we know that we are not including projects
that were in fact complete after the outcome data collection period.

TAF Survey Data

The BMZ have contracted the Asia Foundation (TAF) to carry out a ‘booster’ survey in the nine north-
ern provinces as part of TAF’s ’Survey of the Afghan People.’ The first wave of this booster survey
was carried out in September 2016 and a follow up in September 2018. At the time this PAP is being
written the TAF booster survey has been collected, and is being cleaned, but has not been released to
the BMZ or PIs.

Across the nine Northern provinces, the TAF survey includes 950 ‘sampling points,’ where enumer-
ators interview six random respondents. Sampling points are villages or neighborhoods within larger
settlements that have been chosen to be representative at the district level. In 2016, the GPS coordi-
nates of 774 of the sampling points (81%) were captured by the survey team. In the remaining 19% of
points, we have district information, although no specific location. The 2018 TAF survey is being car-
ried out at identical sampling points as the 2016 survey.6 The survey contains a wealth of information
about respondents’ demographic information, economic circumstances, political attitudes, perceived
security, etc. Although not a panel, the survey is a very fine-grained repeated cross-section.

Because many of the sampling points are fairly close to each other, we think that treating them as
independent units with respect to development outputs would be inappropriate. Instead, we create
clusters of sampling points that would have common treatment profiles. First creating 2 kilometer
buffers around each of the sampling points, we then aggregate into clusters any sampling points that
have overlapping buffers. The following diagram illustrates the sampling points (in dark green) and
buffers (in light green). The subsequent illustration shows the clusters overlapped with red triangles
that indicate BMZ construction outputs January 2017 to July 2018.

6We hold out some hope that a few of the sampling points that were lacking GPS coordinates in 2016 may be logged
this time around, however, it would requires intensive diagnostics to make us feel confident that they are indeed the same
locations, and we would not want the results to be sensitive to the inclusion/exclusion of these points.
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Figure 1: TAF survey sampling points and clusters

Figure 2: TAF survey sampling points, clusters and BMZ construction sites
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Merging the overlapping buffers we have 148 clusters in the nine Northern provinces with a total of
4,367 respondents across 774 sampling points. These clusters form the primary unit of analysis for
the study.7

Because we do not have TAF survey data for the Northeastern booster region before 2016, we will
attempt to show parallel pre-trends using a separate survey that asked one important political question
and overlaps with 11 of our clusters. Although a weak test, it is better than no evidence.

Economic Activity

We measure economic activity using the nighttime lights, as measured from the NASA VIIRS satellite.
Nighttime lights have been shown to be a strong proxy for economic activity, as well as other devel-
opment indicators (Weidmann and Shutte 2017; Chen and Nordhaus 2011; Doll, Muller, and Morley
2006). Specifically, we get the mean nighttime lights by year within each of the TAF clusters that form
our primary sampling units. The VIIRS data are available from 2014. For the pre-trends charts below
we use VIIRS measures for August of each year. The post period luminosity will be measured from
October to December.

Violence

We measure violence using data from the IHS Jane’s dataset. Using the GPS points for each violent
incident, we site the events within our clusters and aggregate by year. We focus on two event types:
(1) Fatalities in non-state armed group (NSAG) attacks and (2) Counter-terrorism operations. We also
show the incidents adjusted by population (per capita).

Government vs. Rebel Control

The German GIZ (Gesellschaft fÃĳr Internationale Zusammenarbeit) has an office, the Risk Manage-
ment Office (RMO) that keeps track of the security conditions in the nine northern provinces where
German aid agencies are most active. Each month, RMO publishes maps, based on expert ratings in
each district, that rate zones into controlled and contested regions. These data are coded monthly from
2014 to the present. Figure 3 show two example months from 2017 and the associated legend.

7Although for our matched design we do plan to run a specification that does a simple difference of means on the
outcome data that takes advantage of all 4,000+ respondents.
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Figure 3: Example: RMO territory ratings from June & July 2017

6 Research Design

We will carry out the analysis using a difference in differences approach, comparing the clusters that
received a German aid output from Jan 2017-July 2018 with those that did not. We will compare
survey outcomes from the September 2016 survey wave with those from the September 2018 survey
and the 2016 and 2018-19 nighttime lights and violence outcomes.

There are two critical assumptions for the diff-in-diff approach (in addition to the standard positivity
& SUTVA assumptions): parallel trends and exchangeability. Neither are strictly testable, instead we
have to marshal the substantive evidence available to validate them. One helpful piece of evidence
for the parallel trends assumption is parallel pre-trends, which we will show here on three critical
outcomes.

6.1 Parallel Pre-Trends

In the following figures, we show that there are parallel pre-trends for four of our critical outcomes.
These are constructed by collapsing the relevant outcome in the 16 treated and 132 control clusters by
year. We then show linear and lowess fits.

1. Mean Nighttime Lights (2014-2017): Figure 4

2. Non-state Armed Group Attack Fatalities (IHS-transformed; 2010-2017): Figure 5
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3. Counter-terrorism Operation Counts (IHS-transformed; 2010-2017): Figure 6

4. Approval Rating of District Governor (in 11 clusters; 2007-2015): Figure 7

5. NSAG Fatalities and CT Operations (per capita 2010-2017): Figure 8

6.2 Other Political Outcomes

In addition the aforementioned outcomes, we plan to analysis the effects of BMZ outputs on the fol-
lowing survey questions (using the 2016 variable names):

1. Is the country going in the right or wrong direction? (variable q1; 1 is right direction)

2. National/Provincial/District government doing a good job? (variables q36a,b & c; 1 or 2 is good
job)

3. Sympathy for NSAG (variable q39a; sympathy is 1 or 2)

4. Aid threatens Islam and local way of life (variable Z23a; 1 or 2 is threatening)

5. Foreign forces threaten Islam and local way of life (variable Z23b; 1 or 2 is threatening)

6. Endorsement experiments using questions from Lyall, Blair and Imai (2013); (only in 2018
survey).

6.3 Intermediate Outcomes

1. Have you noticed a road/school/water/electricity/health project? (variables q9a-h; 1 is yes)

2. Do you have children in school? (variable Z19; 1 is yes)

3. Did you visit a health clinic? (variable Z21b; 1 is yes)

4. Perceived material wellbeing of the home (variable Z1, with 1 or 2 as ’low material wellbeing’)

5. Perceived village security (variable Z6b; 1 or 2 are secure)

6. Do you have access to electricity (variable Z17; 1 is yes)
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Figure 4: Mean Nightlights across 148 Clusters
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Figure 5: NSAG Attack Fatalities across 148 Clusters
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Figure 6: CT Operations across 148 Clusters
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Figure 7: District Governor Approval rating (11 clusters)
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Figure 8: Adjusted NSAG and CT Operations by population
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7 Analysis Plan

7.1 Baseline model

The basic unconditional effects will be estimated using a standard difference in differences approach:

Yit = β0 + β1Dit + β2Pit + β3Dit ∗ Pit + εit

where Y is the outcome of interest in cluster i during period t, D is the treatment indicator, P is a
dummy for the post period and ε is the error term. Department and period fixed effects are included
and absorb the coefficients for β1 and β2.

7.2 Examining Mechanisms

As noted in the introductory sections, teasing out the causal pathway for the effects is challenging even
if the primary difference-in-differences is well identified. In the following auxiliary analysis of mech-
anisms, we acknowledge that we are trading off some identification to get at critical mechanisms, but
feel it is worthwhile for pushing forward the literature. We will endeavor to isolate these mechanisms
in three ways.

(1) Ceiling and floor effects

Using the baseline data, we identify a set of clusters where all respondents gave pro-government and/or
anti-NSAG answers for critical outcomes. For example, there are 48 clusters where 100% of respon-
dents (n=431) reported that they have no sympathy for non-state armed groups. In about 25 clusters,
100% of respondents reported being supportive of the national or local government.

Assuming these are truthful — and for the moment ignoring that the intensity of support could con-
ceivably change — we can rule out attitude improvements towards the government as the primary
mechanism for any impacts on violence for this subset. To expand the subsample slightly, we will
operationalize the ceiling/floor effects to include those with 90% or greater support for government
(or opposition to insurgents).

We plan to run the difference in differences on this sub-sample, expecting to see little to no change on
the political attitudes outcomes, but potentially impacts on violence.

(2) Incomplete/canceled projects
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Not all projects in the DevTracker database generate final outputs. We know that the process that de-
termines if a project is completed or canceled is not entirely random, however, we nonetheless believe
from discussions with the BMZ that there is random variation in timing and completion. We plan
to use a matched sample of incomplete projects to explore how construction (without the associated
benefits of access to eventual output) impacts violence and attitudes. This will help us understand to
what extent the actual service provision drives the effects.

(3) NSAG leader losses

When US military, NATO and Afghan security forces often release news reports claiming that they
have had successful raids or missile strikes, especially when those operations result in the capture
or death of rebel leaders. The Jane’s data includes some information regarding the content of CT
operations, including in some cases where operations are reported to have resulted in NSAG leader
elimination. We will use hand and machine coding to identify the set of clusters in which NSAG leaders
were reported captured or killed during 2016 (immediately pre-treatment) and examine whether the
effects of projects vary.

The logic is that where local NSAG cells recently lost their leaders, the cell’s ability to respond effec-
tively to aid projects will be circumscribed so some time. Assuming that the local cell could not react
violently to a project (a strong assumption) this would allow us to isolate the effect of the output on
public opinion, which could subsequently trace into future violence outcomes.

7.3 Additional Heterogenous Effects

• Although not well-identified and somewhat underpowered, we do plan to check whether there
are differences in effects across project types and projects sizes and accounting for distance from
respondent to project.

• There is limited variation in terms of pre-treatment RMO-measured levels of control, because
in general the BMZ avoided doing projects in the least secure regions. However, we plan to look
at heterogenous effects across green and non-green areas, recognizing that power is limited.

7.4 Robustness Checks

Matched Sample

In addition to the unadjusted diff-in-diff design, we use entropy balancing on the TAF 2016 survey to
generate a matched/reweighted sample (by cluster) as a robustness check for the survey results. Table
1 illustrates the covariate space before and after using entropy balancing, as per Hainmueller (2012).
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Table 1: TAF 2016 Survey data

Unmatched Matched

Variable Treated Control Difference Treated Control Difference
Mean Mean Mean Mean

Dari Speaker 0.99 0.99 0 0.99 0.99 0
Pashto Speaker 0.31 0.23 0.07 0.31 0.31 0
Uzbek Speaker 0.33 0.28 0.05 0.33 0.33 0
Turkmen Speaker 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.05 0

Tajik Ethnic 0.51 0.51 0 0.51 0.51 0
Pashtun Ethnic 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.14 0.14 0
Uzbek Ethnic 0.27 0.18 0.09 0.27 0.27 0
Hazara Ethnic 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.04 0

Years Schooling 3.4 2.7 0.7 3.4 3.4 0
Govt ID card 0.67 0.73 0.06 0.67 0.67 0
Rural 0.67 0.93 0.27 0.67 0.67 0

School Project 0.20 0.17 0.03 0.20 0.20 0
Road Project 0.37 0.33 0.04 0.37 0.37 0
Water Project 0.32 0.26 0.06 0.32 0.32 0
Electricity Project 0.30 0.16 0.14 0.30 0.30 0
Health Project 0.24 0.21 0.03 0.24 0.24 0

Country ‘right direction’ 0.33 0.32 0.01 0.33 0.33 0
Nat’l govt approval 0.60 0.52 0.08 0.60 0.60 0
Prov govt approval 0.62 0.60 0.02 0.62 0.62 0
Local govt approval 0.64 0.62 0.02 0.64 0.64 0
NSAG sympathy 0.10 0.16 -0.06 0.10 0.10 0
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Alternative PSUs: Grid Cells

The motivation for using clusters as the unit of analysis for this study is that spillovers between neigh-
boring units makes it impossible to establish independence. A common alternative approach to using
spatial data of this type is creating grid squares, e.g. the PRIO-GRID project (http://grid.prio.
org). The biggest problem is that because the grid is arbitrary, it admits a great deal of spatial correla-
tion and spillovers. Thus, to use this approach we would need to use spatial lags and Conley geographic
adjusted standard errors, adding in a great deal of model-dependence to the estimates. The advantage
to this alternative approach is that it shows that the results are not a random consequence of the cluster-
ing strategy. For now we will reserve the gridded approach as a potential robustness check, depending
on feedback from reviewers.

8 Further developing unexpected findings

We plan to follow the Lin and Green (2016) standard operating procedures for exploring new and
unexpected results that emerge from the processing of results. We will include deviations from and
additions to the pre-analysis plan in an appendix to the our scholarly working paper.

9 Appendix
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